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Capital structure of listed 
Portuguese companies 

Determinants of debt adjustment 
Zélia Maria Silva Serrasqueiro and Márcia Cristina Rêgo Rogão 

Management and Economics DejJartment, Beira Intelior University, 
Covilhã, Portugal 

Abstract 
Purpose - This study aims to evaluate the impnct of listed Portuguese companies' specific 
determinants on adjustrnent af aetuai debt towards target debt rutio. The specific determinants on 
adjustment Df actual debt towarrls larget debt ratio that we cOJ1sider are: asset tangibility, size, 
profitability and market: to booli: ratio. 
Designlmethodology/approach - Dynamic panel estimators are used to determine adjustment of 
the actuallevel of debt towards optimal level of debt, revealing the leveI af tl"ansaclion cosls bome by 
companies. OLS regressions are also used, in arder to estimale lhe impacts af campanies' specific 
determinants on debt adjustment. 
Findings - The results suggest that transaetion costs are relevant in listed Portuguese eompanies' 
aecess to debt. Tangibility of assets and size are determinants that contribute for a greater 
adjustment Df debt towards optimalleveI. The results also suggest that the capital structure decisions 
Df listed Portuguese companies run be e.xplained in lhe light oC trade-off and peeking order theories, 
and nol according to what is Corecast by market timing theory. 
Origina lity/value - Through this study, the levei of adjustment oC aetual debt towards target debt 
ratio in the eontext oC companies belonging to under-deveJoped capital markets are determined, in the 
particular case af this study, belonging to the Portuguese capital market. Furthermore, from target 
debt ratio depending on companies' specific determinants, the explanatory power of trade-off, 
pecking arder and market timing theories are investigated. The results contribute for a deeper 
understanding about companies' capital structure decisions. 
Keywords Portugal, Debts, Companies, Cost estimates 
Paper type Research paper 

1. Introduction 
The pioneering study by Modigliani and Miller (1958) shows that company's value is 
not dependent on its financiaI structure. The authors conclude that a company's 
greater OI' lesser value depends on the ability of its assets to generate value, it being 
irrelevant if the assets originate in internaI capital or externaI capital. However, 
Modigliani and Miller (1963), admitting the existence of taxes conclude that, given tax 
benefits, companies have an advantage in using debt rather than using internaI capital, 
as they can benefit of debt tax shields. 

One of the most relevant questions in the study of company capital structure is to 
ascertain the leveI of adjustment of actual debt towards target debt ratio. In this 
context, according to trade·off theory, companies are expected to look for a target debt 
ratio (Lev and Pekelman, 1975; Ang, 1976; Taggart, 1977; Jalilvand and Hanis, 1984). 

Various empirical studies (Kremp et al, 1999; Shyam·Sunder and Myers, 1999; 
Miguel and Pindado, 2001; Ozkan, 2001; Gaud el ai., 2005), in the context of listed 
companies, estimate companies' debt adjustment towards the optimal leveI. However, 

The authors gratefully acknowledge the helpful comments of the anonymous reviewer that 
substantially improved the artiele. 



there is a gap in the literature due to the absence of studies of the impact of companies' Capital structure 
specific detelminants on debt adjust:ment. In order to fill the identified gap concel11ing 
the study of company capital structure in general, and in particular concerning study 
of adjustment of actual debt towards target debt ratio, the main objective of this study 
is to measure the impact of companies' specific determinants on debt adjustment. 

As companies' specific determinants lVe consider, just as (Rajan and Zingales, 1995; 
Baker and Wurgler, 2002; Fama and French, 2002): 55 

asset structure; 

size; 

profitability; and 

market to book ratio. 

Through asset structure and size, lVe test empitically the theoretical relationships 
forecast by trade·off theory about the capital structure decisions of listed Portuguese 
companies, through profitability what is theoretically forecast by pecking arder theory, 
and tlu·ough market to book ratio, what is forecast by market timing theory. 

Since most empirical studies estimating levei of debt adjustment towards target debt 
ratio have as their subject of analysis companies in countries with a more developed 
capital market than Portugal, we consider it relevant to study the Portuguese situation, 
so as to find out how the limited development of the Portuguese capital market can affect 
the results obtained, concerning adjustment of debt towards the optimal levei, and the 
impact of companies' specific detenninants on the levei of adjustment. 

Therefore, besides the contribution refelTed to above, this study intends to make the 
specific contributions: determine the levei of adjustment of actual debt towards target 
debt ratio in the context of companies belonging to under-developed capital markets, in 
the particular case of this study belonging to the Portuguese capital market and from 
target debt ratio depending on companies' specific detelTllinants, lVe also investigate 
the explanatory power of trade-off, pecking arder and market timing theories, for the 
capital structure decisions of listed Portuguese companies. 

Methodologically, to estimate adjustment of the actual levei of debt of listed 
Portuguese companies, as lVell as the relationship between specific detelminants and 
debt, lVe use dynamic panel estimators. To estimate the impact of specific detelminants 
on debt adjustment, we use OLS regressions, initially estimating adjustments to annual 
debt and aftelwards its relationship witll specific detôminants. 

The obtained results allow us to conclude that: 

(1) tangibility of assets, and above ali the s ize of listed Portuguese companies, are 
determinant factors for greater adjustment of actual levei of debt towards 
target debt ratio, profitability and market to book ratio being irrelevant; 

(2) adjustment of actual levei of debt towards target debt ratio suggests that the 
transaction costs of listed Portuguese companies are more relevant than for 
listed companies in Germany, the USA, Spain and the UK; and 

(3) market timing theory does not seem to be relevant in explaining the capital 
sb·ucture of listed Portuguese companies, unli!;e what happens in the case of 
trade·off and pecking order theories. 

To achieve the objectives of this study, we divide it as follolVs, after this inb·oduction: 
section 2 presents a review of the literature and the hypotheses for investigation; 
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section 3 the database and variables used in this study; section 4 the estimation 
methodology used; section 5 presents the empitical results and discussion of them; and 
section 6 presents the conelusions of this study. 

2. Literalure review and research hypotheses 
This section begins with a review of the literature and we go on to present the 

56 hypotheses for investigation. We present the literature review and corresponding 
________ hypotheses for investigation concerning debt adjustment towards target debt ratio and 

about companies' specific determinants that will be more relevant in e)."]Jlaining 
adjustments. Finally, we present the hypotheses regarding the expected relationships 
between detenninants and debt, in the light of what is forecast by trade·off, pecking 
order and market timing themies. 

2.1 Debt adjustment to optimallevel 
The studies by Lev and Pekelman (1975), Ang (1976), Taggart (1977) and Jalilvand and 
Harris (1984) canelude that companies try to find an optimal leveI of long-term debt. 
According to the authors, company capital structure is dynamic, and companies try to 
adjust the leveI of debt towards to the optimallevel, confirming trade·off theory. 

On one hand, Moh'd cf 01. (1998) canelude that adjuslments to capital sb'ucture in 
large companies cecur as a need to contront agency problems existing between 
shareholders and managers. On the other, Goldstein et 01. (2001) conelude that 
adjustments to capital structure in large companies emerge as a need to react to 
changes in their market value. 

Empirical evidence obtained in various counb'ies indicates that companies adjust 
actual debt towards target debt ratio. ](remp et aL (1999) obtain adjustments of 0.53 
and 0.28 for German and French listed companies, respectively, Shyam·Sunder and 
Myers (1999) 0.59 for American listed companies, Miguel and Pindado (2001) 0.79 for 
Spanish listed companies, Ozkan (2001) 0.57 for British listed companies and Gaud ct 01. 
(2005) values between 0.14 and 0.387 for Swiss listed companies, depending on the type 
of debt used. 

Based on theoretical trade-off theory arguments and empitical results, we formulate 
the following hypothesis: 

H1. Companies adjust their debt towards the optimal debt ratio. 

According to Scott (1977) and Stulz and Johnson (1985), the existence of tangible assets 
can ina-ease the probability of issuing debt \\~th a guarantee, significan!ly reducing the 
monitOling and cantrol costs associated \vith debt. Besides that, Seott (1977) coneludes 
that a company can increase the value of its assets by issuing debt \vith callateral 
security. 

Titman and Wessels (1988) suggested that the influence of the size valiable on debt 
can occur in two ways: fit'st is related to the fact of large companies ina'easing their 
debt capacity by following a strategy of diversifying its area of activity, allowing them 
to obtain less volatile financiai f1ux and contributing to diminished risk of bankruptcy; 
the second comes trom the fact of fixed bankruptcy costs representing a small amount 
compared with the total value of the company and this conbibutes to diminishing the 
total cosI of debt. As well as this, Warner (1977), Ferri and Jones (1979) and Ang et 01. 
(1982) mention that the debt capacity of large companies gives !l1em the possibility of 
obtaining greater amount of debt and obtaining lower interest rates on loans. 



We can state that first, a higher levei of tangible assets in companies contributes to Capital stTucture 
greater ease in obtaining credit, given the greater possibility of providing collateral in 
the case of company insolvency, and secondly, greater size allows greater 
diversification of company activities, contributing to reduced likelihood of bankruptcy, 
which also contributes to obtaining credit on more favourable terms. 

Consideling that asset tangibility and greater company size contributes to reduced 
information asymmet:ry, and can consequently contribute to a reduction of the 57 
transaction costs companies face in their relationships with externai agents, lVe 
formulate the following hypothesis. 

H2. Asset tangibilitl' and size are more relevant detôminants tIlan profitability and 
MTB ratio for greater adjustment of actuallevel of debt towards target debt ratio. 

2.2 Determina1l!s Df debt 
According to trade-off theory, it is expected that higher leveis of collateral and greater 
companl' size conttibute to them turning more to debt For one thing, companies with 
higher leveis of collateral find it easier to access debt, given that companies' tixed 
assets contribute to reduced information asymmett-y between managerslshareholders 
and creditors, as a consequence of the latter being able to recuperate the capital owed in 
the fOlm of collateral in the case of company failure (Scott, 1977). For another, larger 
companies are more able to face up to increased debt, given the lesser likelihood of 
bankruptcy (Warner, 1977; Ang ct 01., 1982). 

Based on trade-off theory forecast, we fOlmulate the following hl'pothesis: 

H3. Levei of tangible assets and company size are positively related to levei of debt 

Companies make their financing decisions according to a hierarchical arder: first, they 
turn to internai funds; if externai finance is required, companies first issue debt, and as 
a last resort thel' issue equity (Ml'ers, 1984). The reason for establishing a hierarchical 
arder, concerning sources of finance is related to infOlmation asymmetry_ Poorly 
informed, investors are subject to high risk faced with the possibility of the company 
being in a less favourable position than managers' e1aim, and so investors penalize 
companies' market value (Myers and Majluf, 1984). 

According to \Vhat is forecast bl' pecking order theory, the most profitable 
companies with greater capacity to self-finance, resort less to externai equity, 
compared to less profitable companies, and so lVe formulate the following hypothesis: 

H4. Profitability is negatively related to levei of debt 

The market timing theory has developed from the studies of Loughran and Ritter (1995) 
and Spiess and AffIeck-Graves (1995) that conelude that fums e},."pelience long-term 
underperformance in the period following equity issuance. Aftenvards, the study of Stein 
(1996) sholVed that managers can time the market to maximize CUlTent shareholders' 
lVealth. More recently, the market timing theory has found support in the work of Baker 
and Wurgler (2002). These last-named authors, suggest that a company's capital 
stt-ucture is the cumulative result of past attempts by its managers to programme the 
stock market, given that companies issue shares when they perceive, they are overvalued 
and buy them back when they consider their shares to be undervalued. 

BaI<er and Wurgla- (2002) use an extôl1a1 finance weighted average market to book ,-atiO 
(calculated as tlle "'-"ternal capital \Veighted by histOlical market to book ratio) to capture 
companies' equity market attempts. The authors sholV tIlat, after controlling for companies' 

l 
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growth opportunities baseei on the use of market to boak ratio (MTB), debt is inversely 
related to historical market to boak ratio. This relationship allows authors to acrept the 
equity market timing hYPOtilesis. The empiIical evidence obtaineel by Baker and Wurgler 
(2002), sho\Vs lhat low-Ieverage companies Witil a high-MTB ratio raise funds by issuing 
shares, whereas high-Ieverage oompanies raise funds when their MTB latiO is low. 

Based on the market timing theoretical arguments, we formulate the follO\ving 
hypothesis: 

H5. The MTB ratio is negatively related to leveI of debt. 

3. Sample and variables 
3.1 SamPle 
To carry out the empirical study, we collected secondary data. Collection of secondary 
data allows us to economize on resources, provide more efficient management of the 
time neeeled to collect the information, as lI'ell as letting us obtain a greater number of 
observations. However, use of secondar)' data presents limitations in terms of 
obtaining information of a qualitative nature. The data about Portuguese companies 
listed on the Lisbon Stock Market, since 2002 designated by Euronext Lisbon, is taken 
from the information supplied by the Documentation Cenh'e of Euronext Lisbon, as 
well as information from the Finbolsa dalabase. The data collected from the 
Documentation Centre of Emonext Lisbon, and on the Finbolsa database, are official 
and are the results of published data from ali companies listed on the stock market in 
the period of analysis. The fact that companies listed on the stock market are officially 
obliged to publish data periodically, besides having their accounts audited, confers a 
high degree of reliability to the data used in this study. 

The Portuguese stock market started up again in the seeond half of the 1980s after a 
long interval folloll'ing the end of the dictatorship in 1974. It started up again in 1986, 
showing relative dynamism with more than 100 nell' firms joining the Stock Market 
between 1986 and 1987. However, after the crash in 1987, the number of companies 
trading on the Stoek Market decreased significantly. The Iimited dynamism of the 
Portuguese Stock Market, conbibuted to by the predominance of the banking sector as 
the main externaI source of finance, is mirrored in the limited number of Iisted 
Portuguese companies making up the Finbolsa database, which contains the financiaI 
status of alllisted Portuguese companies sinee 1986. The stoek market crash in 1987, 
which substantially reduced the number of companies listed on the Portuguese stock 
market. Using dynamic panel estimators leads to the need for companies to be present 
on the database for several consecutive years. Between 1987 and 1990, there was great 
instability in the Portuguese stock market, with the exit of man)' companies each year. 

To respond to the need for companies to be present on the database for several 
consecutive years, we consider the peliod of analysis between 1991 and 2004, 
preventing the instability of the Portuguese stoek market between 1987 and 1990 from 
meaning distortion of the results obtained using dynamic panel estil11ators. 

Selection of the investigation sal11ple was based on a procedure of sorting 
information supplied by the Finbolsa database, which involved several stages. At a 
first stage, IVe eliminated financiaI companies, namely banks, insurance companies 
and invesbnent societies, as the elements of their financiaI information have different 
characteristics from non-financial companies. 

At the seeond stage, we eliminated cOl11panies \Vhere information coveIing ali the 
variables was not available, that is, IVe elil11inated from tile sample companies that did 



not sholV values for the variables of debt, tangibility, size, profitability and MTB ratio Capital structure 
for the pel;od of analysis between 1991 and 2004. Therefore, after subjecting the initial 
data from 237 companies to this selection process, we obtained a sample of 41 non-
financiaI companies from the public and pl;vate sector (Appendix Tables AI and All). 

The information contained in this database includes ali the information that can be 
analysed in the form of Balance Sheets, Income Statements and economic data 
considered relevant for listed companies and for the aims of this study. We add that ali 59 
monetary data concerning companies IVere deflated, using inflation rates taken fram 
the annual books of the Bank of Portugal. 

3.2 Variab/cs 
Table I presents the dependent and independent vru;ables used in this study, and their 
corresponding measures. 

In this study, we consider book debt as the dependent variable, determined by the 
ratio of total company liabilities to total assets, according to accounting values, 
similarly to the s tudies by Rajan and Zingales (1995), Fama and French (2002) and 
Frank and Goyal (2004). As independent vaJiables, we consider the tangibility of 
assets, size, profitability and MTB ratio. 

4. Estimation methodology 
4.1 Dcbt adjust111.cnt to optilnal/cuel 
Static data panel models do not allow us to analyse the possible dynrunism in companies' 
decisions when choosing their capital structure. Use of dynamic panel estimators also 
allows us, in a convenient way, to determine adjustment of the actual leveI of debt 
towru'ds optimaJ leveI of debt, revealing the leveI of transaction costs bome by 
companies. That adjustment process can be described in the following way: 

LEV;.I - LEV;.I _I = a(LEV:.1 - LEV;.t-l) , (1 ) 

in which: LEV;.I is the actual debt of company i in the period t, LEVu _1 is the actual 
debt of company i in pel;od t - 1 and, LEVi'i is the optimal debt of company i in period t. 

Variables Denominatian 

D. ht LEV 

Assets tangibility TANG 

Size SIZE 

Profitability PROF 

Market-to-book MTB 
rnlio 

Proxies 

Total debl 
Total hqUld assets 

Tan,gibJe assets 
Total hqUid assets 

LN (sales+services) 

Eamings before interest taxes ;:md depreciation 
and amortiz.1lion (EBlTDA) 

lota) hq\lld assets 

[Book value total liquid assels + MarJ..et "alue of equity -
Book value 01 equity] 

Book "alue total hqUld assets 

Tab!e I. 
Variables and 
measurement 
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Regrouping the tenns and solving to the arder of LEV;", we have: 

LEV;" = "LEV;" + (1 - a)LEV;,I-l. (2) 

If Q = 1, we have LEVi., = LEVlt, the actuallevel of debt being equal to the optimal 
levei of debt. In these circumstances, companies manage to find an optimal capital 
structure, showing the inexistence of transaction costs. On the other hand, if ct = O, we 
have LEVi.I = LEV;,'_I, the actuallevel of debt in the current period is equal to the levei 
of debt in the previous period, and the adjustrnent of actual levei of debt towards 
optimallevel of debt is nil, shOlving transaction costs to be very high. 

To estimate equation (2), it is necessary to find the optimallevel of debt, which is not 
directly observable. Marsh (1982) and Jalilvand and Hanis (1984) propose to find the 
optimal debt levei based on the mean of histOlic values. However, as Shyam-Sunder 
and Myers (1999) state, this methodology has two great limitations: first, we must have 
a base of a substantial number of periods and second justifying that the optimal debt 
levei remains constant over certain periods is not an easily admissible assumption. 

As Shyam-Sunder and Myers (1999) claim, companies' optimallevel of debt depends 
on their specific characteristics such as size and profitability, among others. In this 
study, we consider, just as Shyam-Sunder and Myers (1999), Miguel and Pindado 
(2001), Ozkan (2001), Fama and French (2002) and Gaud ef aI. (2005), that optimal debt 
levei depends on companies' specific characteristics, that is on the determinants 
considered relevant in explaining debt. Therefore, the optimal level of debt is given by: 

where d, are dummy time vmiables that measure the impact of possible 
macroeconomic changes on the levei of debt, Vi are companies' non-observable 
individual elfects and eu correspond to the error which is assumed to have nonnal 
distribution. 

Substituting equation (3) in equation (2), and solving to the order of LEVi,l, we have: 

LEVi" = /30+6LEVi,'_1 +131 TANGiJ +t32SIZEu +t33PROFu +t3.,MTBu +0, +1/; +õiJ, 
(4) 

In which: ó = (1 - ,,), f30 = aAr" t31 = o-AI, /32 = etA2, t33 = a A3 , f3.1 = 0:,1", O, = 
adt I 7Ji = (tUi, EU = oeU' 

Considering Xi.I = (TANGi,,, SIZEi", PROFi", MTBi.I) and substituting in equation 
(4), we have fina]]y: 

" 
LEV;., = t30 + 6LEV;,,_1 + L t3gx"j" + o, + TI; + fi," (5) 

A' = } 

in which " is the determinant of company debt, in the present study: tangibility, size, 
profitability and the ratio MTB. 

Nickel (1981) concludes that estimating dynamic relationships between variables 
with static panel models leads to bias of the estimated parameter measuring the 
relationship between the lagged dependent vmable and the dependent vmable in the 



current peliod. According to the author, this is due to the correlations between non- Capital structure 
observable individual effects and tbe lagged dependent variable. 

Based on tbe results of Nickel (1981), we can conelude that estimating equation (5) 
using static panel models, admitting or not correlation between non-observable 
individual effects and the debt determinants, we obtain biased and inconsistent 
estimations of the estimated parameters, since as well as there being correlation 
behveen fli and LEVi•I _ 1, there is also colTelation behveen "i.1 and LEVu _1. 61 

In the context of possible bias of the estimated parameter measUling the 
relationsbip behveen LEVu and LEVi.I _ 1, use of dynamic panel estimators becomes -------
essential, so as to have a correct inference of the adjustment of actual debt towards 
target debt ratio. 

Given the correlation behveenlli and LEVi. t-J and between Ei.1 and LEVu _h 
Arellano and Bond (1991) propose estimation of equation (5) in first differences, using 
as instruments the dependent and independent vatiables lagged hvo petiods. The 
dynamic estimator proposed by Arellano and Bond (1991), became I,:nown in the 
literature as (general method of moments (GMM), 1991). 

Nevertheless, Blundell and Bond (1998) conelude tbat when the dependent vatiable 
is persistent, there being high cOlTelation behveen its values in the current period and 
the previous one, and tbe number of petiods is not very bigh, the GMM (1991) estimator 
is inefficient, the instruments used being generally weale In these circumstances, 
Blundell and Bond (1998) extend the GMM (1991) estimator, consideting a system with 
vruiables at levei and in frrst differences. For the vatiables at levei in equation (5), tbe 
instruments ru'e the lagged valiables in tirst differences. In the case of the 
variables in first differences in equation (5), the instruments are those lagged variables 
at leveI. 

Tbe estimators GMM (1991) and GMM system (1998) lead to robust estimates, since: 
(1) they eliminate companies' non-observable individual specific effects (rli), given the 
estimate in tirst differences, consequently eliminating the correlation behveen 'li and 
LEVu _1, that is E[ryi,/,LEVi,l_l ] = O; (2) they control the possible endogeny as their 
lagged values ru'e used as instruments, e'[jJecting the greater control of endogeny to 
mean a null correlation behveen the instruments used and the elTor, tbat is, 
E ["i.IXW-S 1 = O, \vith s ~ 1; and (3) given the ortbogonal conditions behveen the 
lagged vatiables and the error (éu), they elimina te the problem of possible cOlTelation 
behveen tbe lags of the dependent variable (LEVu _ J and the error (éu), that is, 
E[EULEVi,l- d = O. 

However, the GMM (1991) and GMM system (1998) estimators can only be 
considered valid afler checking hvo conditions: 

(1) lf the resbictions created, as a consequence of using the instruments, are valid. 

(2) There is no second-order autocorrelation. 

To test for the validity of the resbictions, we use the Sargsn test in the case of the GMM 
(1991) estimator and the Hansen test in the case of the GMlI1 system (1998) estimator. In 
both cases, the null hypothesis indicates tbat the restJictions, imposed by use of the 
instJ'uments, are valid. Rejecting the null hypothesis, we conelude the restrictions are 
not valid, and so tbe estimators are not robust. 

We test for the existence of first- and second-order autocorrelation. Tbe null 
hypothesis is tbat there is no autocorrelation, the alternative hypothesis being 
existence of autocorrelation, Rejecting the null hypothesis of non-existence of second
order autocorrelation, we conelude that the estimators are not robust. 
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Bruno (2005a) concJudes that in situations where the number of cross-sections is 
not very high, and consequently nor is the number of observations, use of the 
dynamic estimators, given the number of instruments generated, can lead to bias of 
the estimated parameters. In this study, use of lhe (Ieast square dummy valiable 
corrected (LSDVq, 2(05) dynamic estimator can be fundamental since: first, the 
excessive number of instruments can be particularly relevant in the case of the 

62 GMM system (1998) dynamic estimator, which can mean, given the ratller low 
________ number of observations, bias of the estimated parameters and secondly, given that 

persistence is nonnally associated with company debt, use of the GlVIlVI (1991) 
dynamic estimator may lead to bias of the estimated parameter that allows us to 
determine adjustment of actual debt towards target debt ratio. Therefore, we also 
use in this study the LSDVC dynamic estimator, by Bruno (2005a), which corrects 
the results estimated with the GMM (1991) and GMM system (1998) dynamic 
estimators. 

In order to test the inappropriateness of using static panel models, with the aim of 
estimating adjustment of actual debt towards target debt ratio, Appendi." 2 presents 
the results of the dynamic model of capital structure, estimated with static panel 
models. For the different methods of estimation used in the current study, we calculate 
the root mean squared error (RlVISE) as the clitelion for compaling the peIiormance of 
the forecasting models. 

4.2 Re/aliollsilip betIVeell adjllstmellt ta debt ol1d delerlllillallts 
To fill a gap in studies about company capital structure in general, and study of debt 
adjustment in particular, we intend to estimate the impact of the specific determinants 
of listed Portuguese companies, previously used in this study, on adjustment of actual 
debt towards target debt ratio. 

Initially, we estimate annually the adjustment of actual debt towards larget debt 
ratio. For this purpose, we consider the relationship forecast in equation (1) considering 
the values of the CUlTent year and the one immediately before[l], in order to estimate 
annually the adjuslment of actual debt towards the optimal leveI. Therefore, Ci ceases 
to be an estimated mean value for the whole peliod, and now varies annually (a,). The 
regression to estimate is: 

LEVu - LEVu_l = <>,(LEV,~, - LEVu _l ). (6) 

Since the dependent variable is the variation of lhe leveI of actual debt, companies' non
observable individual effects are nil, that is, '1i = O. Therefore, lhe most correct way to 
estimate annual adjustment of actual debt towards optimal levei is through OLS 
regressions. 

To detennine the values of optimal debt (LEvp.,) we use, for this purpose, the 
relationship forecast in equation (3), optimal debt being dependent on the specific 
determinants of listed Portuguese companies[2]. 

Afier estimating annual adjustments of the actual debt of listed Portuguese 
companies towards optimal levei, we estimate lhe relationship belween lhese and 
specific determinants. So that the estimated parameters ("fk) can be comparable, we 
consider the percentage vruiations of adjustments of actual debt towards target debt 
ratio, as well as percentage variations of mean annual specific determinant factors of 
listed Portuguese companies (TANG" SIZE" PROFf, MTB,)[3]. 



The regressions to estimate are: 

(7) 

(8) 

b.a, .0.PROF, 
-. -=~o+'3PROF +e,; (9) 
0:/_1 l-I 

b.a, b.MTB, 
- = !30 + 1'4 MTB + e,; (10) 
0'/-1 l - I 

b.a, b. T ANG, b.SlZE, b.PROF, b.MTB, 
- . - = ~o + 11 TANG + I~ SIZE + 13 PROF + 1'4 MTB + e,. (11) 
0(-1 f-I l-I l-I f-I 

From the regressions presented above, IVe can ascertain the impact of each specific 
determinant factor on adjustment of actual debt towards target debt ratio. 

Since lVe have here time selies, lVe estimate relationships between adjustment and 
debt through OLS regressions. We test for the eÀ;stence of first- and second-order 
autocorrelatioll. The null hypothesis is non-existence of autocOlTelation. ]f 
autocOlTelation exists, IVe lag the adjustment until autocorrelation of errors is eliminated. 

5. Results and discussion 
5.1 Results 
Next, we present the descIiptive statistics of the dependent vaIiable and independent 
vatiables considered in our study of the capital structure determinants of 
listed Portuguese companies in the period 1991 to 2004. The results are presented in 
TableIl. 

We find that volatility of vaIiables is not very high, since the respective SDs are less 
than the respective averages. However, although volatility is not very high, we find 
that the differences betlVeen minimum and maximum values of the vaIiables take on 
specia! relevance. 

Variables Observations Mean 5Ds Minimum Maxirnum 

LEVi,t 428 0.6436 0.1804 0.0608 1.2044 
TANGi,! 428 0.3684 0.1939 0.0012 0.9253 
SIZEi,I 428 19.073 1.8089 12.936 22.700 
PROFi.I 428 0.1095 0.0875 -0.4906 0.6442 
MTBi,t 412 1.3551 1.2574 0.3192 17.169 

Capital structure 
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Table U. 
Descriptive statistics 
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It should be noted that the debt of listed Portuguese companies represents values on 
average of 0.64, with a minimum value of 0.06 and maximum of 1.20. 

The results of the correlations between vanables are presented in Table ITL 
From observation of the results of the colTelation matrix, we can conclude that the 

correlation between size and debt is positive and statistically significant at the 1 per 
cent leveI. The correlation between profitability and debt is nega tive and statistically 
significant at the 1 per cent leveI. The correlation coefficients of tangibility and MTB 
ratio with debt are not statistically significan!. 

-------- Aivazian el ai. (2005), state that the problem of collinearity between e,."planatory 

Tab!o 1lI. 
Correlanon mam\': 

vruiables will be pru·ticularly relevant when correlation coefficients are >30 per cen!. In 
this study, the correlation coefficients between explanatory vruiables are not above 30 
per cent, and so the problem of collineruity will not be particularly relevan!. Companies 
with a higher value for the tangibility valiable are the larger companies. The most 
profitable companies are those that have a greater amount of tangible assets and are 
larger in size. 

We calcula te the correlation coefficient between debt in the current peliod and debt 
in the previous penod. The correlation coefficient is 0.7845. The high cOlTelation 
coefficient between debt in the previous period and debt in the current penod indicates 
the debt of listed Portuguese companies is a persistent selies. Therefore, by using the 
Gl\1M (1991) dynarnic estimator, it is possible to find bias of the estimated pru'ameters 
measunng relationships between companies' specific determinants and debt, as well as 
between debt in the current penod and debt in the previous penod. 

The results of the GMM (1991), GMM system (1998) and LSDVC (2005) dynamic 
estimators are presented Table rv: The results of the Wald and F-tests indicate that in 
ali the estimated models we can reject the null hypothesis at the 1 per cent leveI of 
statistical significance, implying that the explanatory vruiables as a whole are 
determinants of the leveI of deb!. 

From application of the GMM (1991) and GMM system (1998) dynamic estimators, 
we can conc1ude by observing the results of the Sargan and Hansen tests, respectively, 
that we cannot reject the null hypothesis of validity of the instruments and consequent 
restlictions. The results of the second·order autocorrelation tests, whatever dynamic 
estimator used, indicate that we cannot reject the null hypothesis of absence of second· 
order autocorrelation. Based on these results, we can conclude that applications of the 
GMM (1991) and GMM system (1998) estimators ru'e valid. 

The coefficient measuring the impact of debt in the previous peliod on debt in the 
current penod is positive, and statistically significant at the 1 per cent leveI, va,,~ng 
between 0.479 and 0.710, according to the dynamic estimator used. Therefore, the 
coefficient of adjustlnent of the leveI of actual debt towards the optimal leveI of debt 

Variables 

LEVit 
TANGi.t 
S!ZEu 
PROF" 
MTB,.; 

LEVi.t 

1 
- 0.0266 

0.1844' 
-0.1853' 
- 0.0416 

TANGu 

1 
0.2278' 
0.1935* 
0.1500' 

SIZEi,t 

1 
0.2423' 
0.1188*' 

PROF,., 

1 
0.2928* 

Notes: *, ** and *** statistical significante at the 1, 5 and 10 per cent leveI, respectively 

MTBu 



Independent variables 

LEVi,t 

TANGu 

SIZEu 

PROFu 

MTBi,I 

Instrument 
F(N(O,I)) 
Wald Cy') 
Sargan (i ) 
Hansen (N(O,I)) 
"'j(N(O,I)) 
",AN(O,I)) 
Observations 

Dependent variable: LEVu 
GMM 

(1991) I 

0.47941' 
(0.06363) 
0.04768 
(0.0594) 
0.04968' 
(0.01334) 

-0.34319* 
(0.11025) 
0.00312 
(0.00742) 

GMM 

81.39* 

35.07 
-7.30' 

0.74 
346 

GlI1M system LSDVC (2005) 
(1998) I (GMM, 1991) 

0.71064* 
(0.0607) 
0.10734 
(0.0826) 

0.01842*** 
(0.IlI09) 

-0.57522* 
(0.12188) 
0.00353 
(0.0099) 

GMM system 
38.49* 

36.38 

- 6.77* 
1.07 
387 

0.63346* 
(0.04332) 
0.10057*' 
(0.0498) 
0.04031' 
(0.0085) 

- 0.37559* 
(0.10576) 
0.00932 
(0.0078) 

346 

LSDVC (2005) 
I (GMM system, 1998) 

0.68238" 
(0.04502) 
0.10077*' 
(0.04993) 
0.04018' 
(0.00879) 

-0.36761* 
(0.10607) 
0.00878 
(0.00783) 

387 

Notes: Column (2) adopts lhe one-step AreJlano and Band Gl\1M (1991) estimanon method, using 
instrurnents: (LEVi,I _ 2' L/\ "'1 Xk,i,l-z); column (3) adopts the one-step Blundell and Band GMM 
system (1998) estimation rnethod, using instruments: (LEVU_ 2, L~",,1 Xki,t _2) in differenced 
equations and (LEVu_z. L;~=l X/;,i,1-2) in the leveis equations; X}í is a k debt determinant; 
heteroskedasticity consistent and asymptotic robust SDs are reported in brackets; *, ** and *** 
statistical significance at the 1, 5 and 10 per cent levei, respectively; the Wald test has x.2 

distribution and tests the null hypothesis of non-significance as a whole of the paramelers af the 
e},:planatory variables; The F-test has nannal distnbution N{O,l) and tests the null hypothesis of 
non-significance as a whole of the estimated parnmeters, against the alternative hypothesis af 
significance as a whole of the estimated parameters; the Sargan test of over-identifying 
restrictions is distributed as i under the nuU hypothesis of instrument validity, used in one-step 
Arellano and Bond GMM (1991) estimation methad; the Hansen test af over-identifying restnctiol1s 
is distributed as N(O,l) under the nuU hypothesis of instrument validity, used in ane-step BlundeU 
and Bond GMM system (1998); the 11/} test is a tesÍ" for firsÍ"-order aulocorrelation of residuais and 
is distributed as N(O,l), under nuU hypathesis af no first-order autocorrelation; the 11I',! test is a test 
for second-order autacorre\ation af residuais and is distributed as N(O,l), under null hypothesis of 
no second-order autocorrelation; the estimai'es include constant; year - dummies are inciuded, in 
estimation, but not shown 

varies bet:ween 0.290 and 0.521. From application of the LSDVC (2005) estimator, there 
is a smaller valiation of lhe coefficient measuring the impact of debt in the previous 
petiod on debt in the current penod, VaJ1,jng bet:ween 0.634 and 0.682. In these 
circumstances, the adjustment of the levei of actual debt towards the optimal levei of 
debt varying between 0.318 and 0.366. 

Applying the GMM (1991) and GM1I1 system (1998) estimators, we obtained a 
positive, but statistically insignificant, relationship between asset tangibility and debt. 
However, after applying lhe LSDVC (2005) estimator, that relationship became 
statistically significant. Therefore, we can conclude, from application of the dynamic 
estimators, that there is a positive and statisticaUy significant relationship between 
asset tangibility and debt. 
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Table IV. 
Dynamic estimatars -

GlI1M (1991), GMM 
system (1998) and 

LSDVC (2005) 

I 
! 
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Although statisticalll' insignificant from application Df the GMM sl'stem (1998) 
estimator, the relationship between size and debt is statisticalll' significant on 
application Df the GMM (1991) and LSDVC (2005) estimators. This being so. we can 
conclude that from application of the dynamic estimators. there is a positive and 
statistically significant relationship between size and debt. 

The relationship between profitability and debt showed itself to be statistically 
significant. whatever the dl'namic estimator used. and so we can conclude. there is a 
negative and statisticalll' significant relationship between profitability and debt. 

From application of the dynamic estimators. we always conclude that the 
relationship between MTB ratio and debt is not statisticalll' significant. We therefore 
conclude that. from application Df the dynamic estimators. there is no relationship 
between MTB ratio and debt. 

Appendix B presents the results of estimation Df the dynamic model. using for this 
purpose static panel models. We can state that by using a fixed ar landom effect panel 
model. the parameter allowing determination of the adjustment of actual debt towards 
target debt ratio could be biased. corroborating the concJusions of Nickel (1981). The 
correlation between EU and LEVi•t• and particularly the correlation between 7]i and 
LEVu _l• could conl::tibute to bias of the estimated parameter b. overvaluing the 
adjusnnent Df actuallevel Df debt towards target debt ratio (a = 0.4947 with a random 
effect panel model. and a = 0.5710 with a fixed effect panel model). Using an OLS 
regression. the adjusnnent is closer to that obtained with the GMM system (1998) and 
LSDVC (2005) dynamic estimators. at " = 0.2332. However. regarding the relationship 
between determinants and debt. only the relationship between debt and profitability is 
statisticalll' significant. although anIl' at the 10 per cent leveI. 

To summarize. we state that estimating a dl'namic model of capital structure using 
static panel models is not a methodologicalJy suitable option. it being more appropriate 
in this context to use dynamic panel estimators. 

The estimation Df the RMSE for the several dynamic estimators used in the current 
studl'. provide us results that show that for LSDVC (2005) dynamic estimator. the 
RMSEs assume the values of 0.0238 and 0.0221. consideling the correction of the 
results obtained with the GMM (1991) and the GMM system (1998) estimators. 
respectivell'. These values are inferior to RMSEs of 0.0491 for the GMM (1991) and of 
0.0448 for the GMM system (1998) dynamic estimators. Concerning the static panel 
data models. the values of RMSEs are superior to those ones obtained with the use of 
LSVC (2005) dynamic estimator: 0.0881 for the OLS regression; 0.078 for the random 
effects panel data model; and 0.0749 for the fixed effects panel data model. The values 
of RMSEs estimated for the different estimation methods used in the current study 
corroborate the concJusions of Bruno (2005b) that the use of the LSDVC (2005) 
eslimator allow infelior values of RMSE. mainll' in shor! panel data. The inferior 
values of RMSEs obtained with the use of LSDVC (2005) dynamic estimator enhance 
the importance of this estimator for an inference of parameters nearer of its real values. 

Table V presents the results of estimation of annual adjustments of actual debt 
towards target debt ratio[ 4]. 

In ali years we find that adjusnnent of actual debt in listed Portuguese companies 
towards optimal leveI of debt is statisticalJy significant at the 1 per cent leveI. The 
greatest leveI of adjusnnent (r:t = 0.3449). is found in 1993. and the smalJest leveI 
(r:t = 0.2500) in 1996. 

After determining the annual adjustments Df the actual debt of listed Portuguese 
companies towards target debt ratio. Table VI presents the results referring to the 



Dependent variable: LEV;,t 
Independent variable: LEWi-LEVi,I_l Independent variable: LEvtl-LEVU _1 
Year O' Year n 

1991 1998 0.32410' 
1992 1999 0.31112* 
1993 0.34494' 2000 0.30223' 
1994 0.26112* 2001 0.33482* 
1995 0.3089B- 2002 0.28717* 
1996 0.25002* 2003 0.27802' 
1997 0.26480* 2004 0.29112* 

Notes: *StatisticaJ significant at the 1 per cent levei; **statist"ical s ignjficant at the 5 per cent 
levei; and **~'statistical significant at the 10 per cent levei; year - dummies are included, in 
eslimation considering ali years, abut not shown; corrected heteroscedasticity OLS according to 
White's estimator; estimations include constant 

relationships between companies' specific determinants and adjustment of debt 
towards optimallevel. 

The results of the fust and second autocorrelation tests indicate, we cannot reject 
the nul\ hypothesis of absence of autocolTelation. Therefore, autocorrelation of the 
errors does not affect the estimated parameters measuring the relationships between 
companies' specific determinants and debt adjuslments. 

We find that tangibility of assets and size of listed Portuguese companies are 
relevant specific determinants for Iisted Portuguese companies making greater 
adjustment of actual debt towards target debt ratio, the influence of size being 
considerably more significant than the influence of asset tangibility. 

The empirical evidence shown in Table VI lets us conclude that[5]: (1) an increase of 
1 per cent in the average size of listed Portuguese companies means an ino'ease of 
0.1289 per cent in adjustment of debt towards optimal levei; (2) an increase in 
tangibility of assets of 1 per cent means an increase of 0.0384 per cent in adjustment of 

Dependeot variable: 0I 

Independent variables li 1lI IV V 

TANGi,1 0.0384' 0.0394* 
(0.00934) (0.00973) 

SIZEu 0.1289' 0.13001' 
(0.01004) (0.01l24) 

PROFu 0.01239 0.01287 
(0.01049) (0.01089) 

MTBu 0.00891 0.00918 
(0.01291) (0.01212) 

1Ji"(O,I) 14.98*' 20.42' 0.48 0.12 11.41' 
l?' 0.1483 0.4981 0.0123 0.0076 0.5023 
"'1 F(N(O,I» -1.03 -0.98 -0.67 -0.87 -0.62 
"'2 F(N(O,l» -0.76 -0.91 - 0.82 -0.23 -0.34 
Observations 12 12 12 12 12 

Notes: *, *'" and *** st3tistical significant at the I, 5 and 10 per cent levei, respectively; 
estimations include constant 
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Table V. 
Year debt adjustrnent: 

OLS regressions 

Table VI. 
Relationship between 

determinants and debt 
adjustrnent: OLS 

regressions 
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debt towards optimal levei; and (3) the impacts of profitability and MTB ratio on 
adjustment of debt towards optimallevel are not statistically significant. 

5.2 Discussion of tile results 
In this study, given the rather limited number of observations, compared to the 
relatively high number of instJ'uments generated by the GMl'vI (1991) and GMl'vI system 
(1998) dynamic estimators, we consider relevant the correction proposed by Bruno 
(2005a). That implies the application of the LSDVC (2005) dynamic estimator, so as to 
COlTect the results obtained with the GMl'vI (1991) and GMl'vI system (1998) dynamic 
estimators. Therefore, to test the previously formulated hypotheses in this study, lVe 
consider the results of the LSDVC (2005) estimator as a reference. 

We find that the adjustment is not very pronounced, varying between 0.366, when 
we use the LSDVC (2005) dynamic estimator, to COlTect the results of the GMl'vI (1991) 
dynamic estimator, and 0.318, when lVe use the LSDVC (2005) dynamic estimator, 
concerning correction of the results of the GMM system (1998) dynamic estimator. The 
empirical evidence obtained in this study allolVs validation of the previously 
formulated Hl, corroborating what is forecast by the trade·off theory, since listed 
Portuguese companies adjust actuallevel of debt towards target debt ratio. 

The degree of adjustment in listed Portuguese companies of actual debt towards 
optimal debt is close to the values obtained for French (Kremp et ai., 1999) and Swiss 
(Gaud et al, 2005) listed companies, and 10IVer than the adjustment of listed companies 
in Germany (Kremp et al, 1999), the USA (Shyam-Sunder and Myers, 1999), Spain 
(Miguel and Pindado, 2001) and the UK (Ozkan, 2001). 

In spite of dealing with listed companies, and therefore relatively large in size with 
access to diversified capital sources, the slow adjustment suggests that listed Portuguese 
companies have relatively relevant transaction costs and consequently, they adjust 
slowly towards optimal levei of debt However, considering the heavy dependence of 
listed Portuguese companies on debt, this slow adjustment may be caused by a low risk 
premium charged by creditors to companies in financiai disequilibrium. 

When analysing the results of the relationships between specific detenninants and 
adjustment of actual debt of Portuguese listed companies towards optimal levei of 
debt, we find that tangibility of assets, and above ali company size, are re!evant specific 
determinants for listed Portuguese companies making greater adjustment of 
actua! debt towards optimal!eve! of debt. The influence of profitability and MTB ratio 
on adjustment of actual debt tOlVards optimal leve! of debt cannot be considered 
relevant. 

Based on the obtained results, we can consider valid the previously formulated H2, 
since tangibility of assets and size are more relevant specific determinants than 
profitability and MTB ratio, for listed Portuguese companies making greater 
adjustment of actual debt tOlVards optimallevel of debt. 

An increase of 1 per cent in size and tangibility of assets corresponds, respective!y, 
to percentage increases of 0.1289 and 0.0384 per cent to adjustment of actua! debt in 
listed Portuguese companies towards optima! levei of debt. The results allow the 
conclusion that size and tangibility of assets are re!evant detenninants for reduction of 
the transaction costs that Iisted Portuguese companies. 

Compared to companies in countries like the USA and the UI<, with market-based 
financiai systems, Iisted Portuguese companies face higher transaction costs, which is 
reflected in less adjustment of actua! levei of debt towards target debt ratio. The 
empirical evidence obtained in this study indicates that even Spanish and German 



Iisted companies, that like Portugal have bank-based financiaI systems, apparently Capital structure 
face lower transaction costs than listed Portuguese companies. 

However, higher leveIs of tangible assets (Scott, 1977; Stulz and Johnson, 1985) and 
greater size (Warner, 1977; Ferri and Jones, 1979; Ang el 01.,1982; Titman and Wessels, 
1988) of Iisted Portuguese companies, contribute to diminished information 
asymmeD)'. 

The obtained results show that higher leveIs of tangible assets and above ali greater 69 
size of listed Portuguese companies are apparently fundamental aspects for reducing _______ _ 
the lransaction costs that managers/shareholders of Iisted Portuguese companies face 
in their relationships with creditors, contributing to listed Portuguese companies 
making greater adjustment of actuallevel of debt towards target debt ratio. 

We found a positive and statistically significant relationship between the tangibility 
of assets of listed Portuguese companies and debt This result corroborates the 
arguments of the D-ade-off theory, as companies with a higher leveI of tangible assets 
are more able to offer collateral secUlity and tllerefore turn more to debt (Seott, 1977). 
The results obtained in this study corroborate the empÍlical results of Rajan and 
Zingales (1995), Kremp el al (1999), Baker and Wurgler (2002) and Gaud el al (2005)_ 

In this study, we also find a positive and statistically significant relationship 
between size and debt The positive reJationship behveen size and debt corroborates 
the arguments of the trade-off theory. Greater company size means a greater 
possibili ty to diversify activities and a consequent decrease in the likelihood of 
bankruptcy (Warner, 1977; Ang el al 1982). The positive relationship behveen the size 
of Iisted Portuguese companies and their leveI of debt corroborates the results of the 
studies by Rajan and Zingales (1995), Booth el al (2001), Baker and Wurgler (2002), 
Bie and Hann (2004), Frank and Goyal (2004), Hovakirnian (2003) and Gaud el aI. 
(2005). 

Given that the empirical evidence obtained in this study indicates that levei of 
tangible assets and the size of listed Portuguese companies contribute to greater 
recourse to debt, we can consider valid the previously fOlmulated H3_ 

We found a negative and statistically significant relationship between the 
profitability of listed Portuguese companies and their leveI of debt, and so IVe can 
validate the previously formulated hypothesis H4. This result corroborates the 
arguments of the pecking order theory. The fact that the more profitable listed 
Portuguese companies have lower leveIs of debt suggests they follow a hierarchical 
order of preference concerning financing sources, prefening internaI sources of finance 
rather than externaI sources of finance (Myers, 1984), this result indicating that 
infOlmation asymmetry is especially relevant (Myers and Majluf, 1984) in the capital 
structure decisions of listed Portuguese companies_ 

Besides access to the capital market, listed Portuguese companies seem to prefer 
internaI finance, which conDibutes to the small supply of equity in the Portuguese 
Stock Market Jin and Myers (2006) concJude that less developed capital markets have 
higher costs of raising capital due to opaqueness, which forces companies to rely more 
on internaI funds or on banI. debt to finance their needs. 

Diamond (1984) and Boyd and Prescott (1986) argue that banks can more easily 
overcome the problem of asymmetric infOlmation that implies 10IVer costs of acquiring 
and processing information concerning the companies in a bank-based system. Farhat 
el ai. (2006) concJude that in civil law countries, with a bank-based system like 
Portugal, tllere is less avaiJable information about companies, which increases the 
infOImation asymmetry between companies' insiders and outsiders. For these authors, 
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in the context of the pecking order theory, these circumstances force companies to rely 
more on internaI funds and debt to face their financiaI needs. 

The negative relationship be!ween profitability and debt found in the current study 
agrees with several studies (Titman and Wessels, 1988; Rajan and Zingales, 1995; 
Booth ef ai., 2001; Miguel and Pindado, 2001; Baker and Wurgler, 2002; Fama and 
French, 2002; Hovakimian, 2003; Bie and Hann, 2004; Frank and Goyal, 2004; Gaud 

70 cf ai. , 2005). Furthermore, Coelho cf ai. (2004) conelude, concerning Euronext market 
________ countries ineluding Portugal, that the pecking order theory is present in companies' 

capital structure decisions. 
We do not find a statistically significant relationship between MTB ratio and debt, 

and so we cannot consider H5 valido Based on this result, we cannot conelude that 
listed Portuguese companies behave according to the market timing theory (Baker and 
Wurgler, 2002), concerning the choice of capital structure. This result corroborates that 
obtained by Hovakimian (2003) who did not find evidence of market timing in 
company capital structure, but does not agree with the results obtained by Baker and 
Wurgler (2002), Frank and Goyal (2004) and Gaud ef ai. (2005), who obtain a negative 
relationship between MTB ratio and debt. 

The capital structure of listed Portuguese companies can be explained in the light of the 
tlleoretical relationships forecast by the trade-off theoly (influence of tangibility of assets 
and size on debt) and the pecking order theoly (influence of profitability on debt). However, 
the capital so'Ucture decisions of listed Portuguese companies cannot be explained 
according to what is forecast by the market liming theoly (influence of MTB ratio on debt). 

6. Conclusion 
In companies, finance, although no! the only factor, is a necessary factor in companies' 
activities or future investments. Therefore, companies make capital structure decisions 
on finance based on the cost and on the characteristics of the alternative capital sources 
available \Vhich may come from equity and/or debt. 

In this study, we analyse the company capital structure of listed Portuguese 
companies: 

(1) filling a gap in empirical studies that analyse adjustments to debt, namely 
finding out which are the relevant specific detenninants for companies making 
greater adjustment of actuallevel of debt towards optimallevel; 

(2) determining the adjustment of actual leveI of debt in listed Portuguese 
companies towards optimal levei of debt, investigating the transaction costs 
borne by companies and compaling the results \Vith other countries; and 

(3) from optimal levei of debt depending on companies' specific determinants, 
checking the applicability of \Vhat is forecast by trade-off, pecking order and 
market timing themies to the situation of listed Portuguese companies. 

Listed Portuguese companies adjust actual levei of debt to\Vards target debt ratio, 
corroborating \Vhat is forecast by the trade-off themy. The empitical evidence allows 
us to conelude that listed Portuguese companies look for a target debt ratio. However, 
adjustment is not particularly great, when compared with the debt adjustment found in 
listed companies in the USA and some European countries such as Germany, Spain 
and the UI<. The fact of not finding great adjustment of actual debt towards optimal 
levei of debt indicates the relevance of transaction costs borne by listed Portuguese 
companies. 



Nevertheless, the specific determinants of listed Portuguese companies are not 
similarly relevant in explaining adjustment of debt towards optimalleve!. The empiIical 
evidence obtained in this study lets us conclude that leveI of tangible assets, and above ali 
company size, are relevant specific determinants for listed Portuguese companies making 
greater adjustment of actual debt towards optimallevel of debt. The greater possibility to 
diversify, less probability of banlallptcy and greater leveI of collateral are seen to be 
fundamental aspects for Jisted Portuguese companies making greater adjustment of debt 
tOll'ards optima! leve!. Profitability and MTB ratio are seen not to be determinants of 
greater adjustment of debt towards optima! leveI in listed Portuguese companies. 

Finally, the obtained results show that the capital structure of Jisted Portuguese 
companies is influenced by tangibility of assets, by size and by profitability. We do not find 
a statistically significant relationship between the MTB and debt in Jisted Portuguese 
companies. Higher leveI of tangible assets and greater size conmbute to increased debt, 
while profitability means diminished debt. The results suggest that the capital stlllcture 
decisions of listed Portuguese companies can be e.'\lJlained in the light of Dade·of{ and 
pecking arder theories, but not according to what is forecast by the market timing theory. 

ConjointJy, the results of the CUlTent study suggest that listed Portuguese companies 
with capacity to generate internaI funds use these funds before turning to debt. This 
result is according to the pecking arder theory, suggesting that listed Portuguese 
companies preler internaI funds over debt and externaI equity. The slow adjustment 
towards the target leverage suggests that listed Portuguese companies have high 
bansaction costs. However, the listed Portuguese companies' leveI 01 debt as well as 
the fact that these companies resort to debt, rather than the equity market lar finance, 
suggest that a low risk premium charged by creditors when companies are in linancial 
disequilibrium explains the slow adjustment of companies towards target 
leverage. However, leveI 01 tangible assets, and above ali company size, 01 listed 
Portuguese companies conbibutes to greater adjustment of debt towards optimallevel. 

Notes 
1. For example, to estimate adjustment of tlle actuallevel of debt towards oprimallevel in 1992. 

we consider the values of the variables referring to the years 1992 and 1991. To estimate 
adjustmenl in the year 2001, IVe use the values referring lo the years 2001 and 2000. 

2. In the case af statistical irrelevance af 7]i. we use an OLS regression When the 7]; 
are stntistically relevant, and not correlated with companies' specific detenninant factors, 
we use a random effect panel rnodel. In the case Df cO'Telation with companies' specific 
determinant factors, we use a fixed effect panel mode!. To test for the most correct fonn af 
estimation, we use lhe Lagrange Multiplier (LM) and Hausman lesls, respectively. 

3. The mean annual "alues regarding companies' specific determinant factors correspond 
to lhe sum of the values of the variables of ali companies in each year, divided by lhe 
total number of companies in existence in that same year. 

4. To determine the optimallevel of debt in each year, we use static panel models. In every 
year, the LM and Hausman tests indicate that the most correet way to estimate optimal 
leveI of debt is with a fn,':ed effect panel model, given the relevance of 1Jit and their 
correlation with companies' specific determinants. 

5. The estimated parameters, when considering simultaneously the effect of ali specific 
determinant factors on adjustment of actual debt towards optimal level, are quite similar 
to those obtained considering the effect of specific determinant factors in isolation. In 
this study, and without harming analysis af the results, we choase to interpret the 
parameters referring to the regressions considering companies' specific determinant 
factors in isolation. 
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Table Al. 
Classification af 
companies carrying out 
initial public offering 
UPO) before 1991 by 
industrial sector af 
activity 

Table AlI. 
Classification of 
companies carrying out 
IPO after 1991 by 
industrial sector 

Appendix 1 
Charactcrisalion to Partugucse companics 

Subsector according to Financial Times Stock 
Company denomination Date af admission Exchange (ITSE) UI< public limited company (PLC) 

CIN 
CIRES 
Compta 
Corticeira Amorim 
EFACEC 
FISIPE 
GrJo Pará 
INAPA 
Jerónimo Martins 
Lisgráfica 
Modelo & Continente 
Mota-Engil 
OREY 
Papelaria Fernandes 
REDITUS 
Salvador Caetano 
Soares da Costa 
Sonae IndustTia 
Sumolis 
Sonae SGPS 
Teixeira Duarte 
TERTIR 
Vista Alegre Atlantis 

Company denomination 

Brisa 

Cimpor-SGPS 

Cofina-SGPS 
Colep Portugal 
EDP 
Grupo Média Capital 
Ibersol-SGPS 
IMPRESA-SGPS 
Novabase-SGPS 
Pararede·SGPS 

15 September 1998 
15 April 1987 
5 June 1988 
19 September 1988 
25 July 1969 
25 July 1987 
10 July 1984 
25 March 1980 
14 November 1989 
14 October 1994 
23 July 1991 
31 March 1995 
13 October 1986 
14 April 1987 
28 August 1987 
10 December 1987 
17 December 1986 
9 July 1987 
31 December 1987 
15 September 1989 
31 December 1998 
28 March 1988 
I June 2001 

113 Chemical industries - cornmodities 
113 Chemical induslTies - commodities 
972 Computing services 
416 Drinks - distilling and \Vine products 
2737 Electronic equiprnent 
137 Construction and other types 
113 Chemical industries - conunodities 
156 Paper 
630 Retail - food and medicine 
547 Printing and publishing 
630 Retail - food and medicine 
137 ConstTuction and other t~ypes 
597 Maritimelriver transport and ports 
156 Paper 
972 Computing services 
263 Conunercial vehicles and lorries 
137 Construction and other type 
862 Property development 
630 Retail - food and rnedicine 
418 Soft drinl,s 
137 Construction and other types 
597 Maritirnelriver transport and ports 
345 Eiectrical appliances and household goods 

Date of admission Subsector according to FTSE UI( PLC 

24 November 1997 596 Rail and road transport 
and loads 

4 July 1994 132 ConstTuction and construction 
materiais 

17 February 1998 156 Paper 
14 March 1997 113 Chemical industries - commoditíes 
16 June 1997 720 EleclTicity 
30 March 2004 542 Television and radio - suppliers 
21 November 1997 539 Restaurants and bars 
5 June 2000 542 Television and radio - suppliers 
3 July 2000 972 Computing services 
28 June 1999 972 Computing services 

Portucel-Emp. Prod Pasta Papel 27 June 1995 156 Paper 
PT Multimédia, SGPS 15 November 1999 543 Cable and sateIlite 
SAG GEST - Sol. Aut. 13 July 1998 318 Vehicle distribution 
Globais. SGPS 
Semapa 26 July 1995 132 ConstTuctlon and construction 

materiais 
Sonae Imobiliária·SGPS 2 December 1997 862 Property developrnent 
Sonae.Com. SGPS. S.A. I June 2000 678 Mobile phone services 
Telecam 1 June 1995 673 Land phone services 
Vodafone Telecel 9 December 1996 678 l'vlobile phone services 



Appendix 2 
S/alie pallcl modeLç wi/h c/cbt adjuslmcnl 

lndependent variables 

LEVu_1 
TANGi.! 
SIZEu 
PROFi.1 
MTBif 
F(N(o))) 
Wald(x') 
R' 
LM C,') 
Hausman (~') 
Obsenratiol1S 

Dependent variable: LEVu 
Pooled effects Randam effects 

0.76680* (0.03410) 
0.02009 (0.03311) 
0.00561 (0.00351) 

- 0.10134*" (0.05623) 
-0.00136 (0.00165) 

111.03' 

0.5892 

412 

0.50539* (0.04321) 
0.06589 (0.04321) 

0.02398* (0.00614) 
- 0.16560* (0.06169) 
-0.00130 (0.00172) 

310.69' 
0.4146 
0.19 

22.37* 
412 

Fb;:ed effects 

0.42909* (0.Q.l446) 
0.13159* (0.04960) 
0.04611* (0.00856) 
- 0.17137* (0.06445) 
- 0.00123 (0.00176) 

51.92* 

0.4861 

412 

Notes: The LM lest has l dislribution and lesls the l1ull hypothesis lhal non-observable 
individual efIects are n OÍ" relevant in e;""'Plaining lhe depende0! variable, against the alternative 
hypothesis Df relevance of non·observable individual effects in e:-"lJlaining the dependent variable; 
the Hausman test has X"" distribution and tes ts the nuU hypothesis that non·observable individual 
effects are nol correlated with lhe e.'\.--planatory variables, agaiost the null hypothesis of correlation 
behveen non·observable individual effects and the e,.,.-planatory variables; the Wald test has i 
distribution and tests lhe null hypothesis of non-significance as a whole of the parameters Df 
the e;\.-planatory variables, against the alterna tive hypothesis of signrncance as a whole Df lhe 
parameters af the explanatary variables; the F·test has normal distributian N(O,I) and tests lhe 
null hypothesis af non·signific.mce as a whole af the estimated pammeters, against lhe alternative 
hypothesis of significance as a whole of the estimated pararneters; SDs in brackets; *, ** and *** 
statislical significant at 1, 10 and 5 per cent levei, respectively; lhe estimales include constan~ 
year - dummies are induded, in estimatian, but not shown 
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Tab1e AllI. 
Static panel models: 

estimation debt 
adjustment 


